2l8
 Clothmaking
 
the width of the loom, and when Henry IV, in 1406,
ordered that cloth of ray should be made six-quarters
of a yard broad instead of five-quarters, as had always
been the custom, the order had to be revoked, as it would
have necessitated all the ray weavers obtaining new
looms.1 Similarly in 1536, when an Act2 was passed
fixing the breadth of ordinary cloth at seven-quarters
of a yard, so much discontent was aroused, especially
among the clothiers of Suffolk, that it was quite expected
that the clothiers would join the Northern Rebellion.3
A deputation of clothmakers interviewed the chancellor,
Sir Thomas Audeley, and declared that if the Act was
not at least postponed they would give up making cloths,
as they could not keep the regulations as to breadth
and the weavers were too poor to provide new ' lornes
and slees '. The chancellor took up the correct official
attitude of unyielding fixity of purpose, but dropped
a private hint to Cromwell that it would be as well to
extend the period of grace.4 A year's extension, to give
time for further inquiry,5 was accordingly proclaimed,
and the Act was eventually dropped.
For the right to use looms payments had often to be
made to the authorities of the town. At Winchester
in the thirteenth century, every burel loom paid 5s.
yearly, the only exceptions being that the mayor, the
hospital, and the town clerk might each work one loom
free of charge.6 Nottingham was another town where
duties were paid on looms,7 and at Bristol, as we have
1	Rot. Parl., iii. 618.	2 Statutes, 27 Hen. VIII, c. 12.
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7	V. C. H. Notts., ii. 345.   la 1220 the Prior of St. Neots paid to

